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1. Context Analysis

Democratic Deficit
Low voter turnout at the European Parliament (EP) elections has been a

perennial issue for the European Union (EU). Before 2019, voter turnout had

consistently declined since the first EP elections in 1979. These maiden elections

saw a turnout of 63%, compared with 42.54% in the 2014 elections¹. Turnout

for European elections remains substantially lower than for national elections.

Additionally, there is considerable disparity between Member States in

European elections: in 2014, Belgium – where voting is mandatory – had a

turnout of 89.64%, whilst Slovakia had a turnout of 13.05%. Only 8 Member

States had a turnout greater than 50% in 2014².

 

Over time, there has been growing divergence between the EU’s enhanced

powers and voter turnout. Whilst officials have sought to make the EU more

responsive to its elected body – the EP – through treaties such as the 2007

Lisbon Treaty and devolving more competencies to it, the EP itself has become

less representative. 

 

This democratic deficit looks unlikely to improve considering the particularly

low turnout among Europe’s younger voters: only 28% of under 24-year-old

eligible voters cast a vote in the 2014 EP elections³. This not only risks the long-

term legitimacy of European integration but further shuts out very distinct

perspectives that young voters espouse as younger voters overall have markedly

different political positions to older generations. Their lack of participation in the

political process thus leaves the EP unprepared to face the demands of its

future electorate. 

 

This paradox of the EU’s rising powers in the face of lower turnout is seen by

many as a crisis of legitimacy for the EU⁴ as long-term voter apathy leads to a

less representative and potentially less credible EP. Moreover, low voter turnout

has often been used as a tool of political rhetoric by Eurosceptics against the EU

to further de-legitimise it.  This issue therefore has damaging and dangerous

implications for the EU’s democratic authority, hence representing a significant
current problem in Europe.

 

¹       European and National Elections Figured Out: Special edition – November 2014

 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/pdf/elections_results/review.pdf (accessed 02.09.2019)

³       Voter Turnout will Decide Europe’s Fate https://euobserver.com/opinion/144947 (accessed 02.09.2019)

²       Results of the 2014 European Elections http://www.europarl.europa.eu/elections2014- 

 results/en/turnout.html (accessed 02.09.2019)

___________________
_

⁴       Sveinung Arnesen et al., ‘Conditional Legitimacy: How Turnout, Majority Size, and Outcome Affect

Perceptions of Legitimacy in European Union Membership Referendums’, European Union Politics 20, no. 2

(1 June 2019): 176–97, https://doi.org/10.1177/1465116518820163
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Social Media
Social media has become one of the most significant forces within the

democratic process. The vast majority of the European electorate are active on

social media:  Facebook has c.60% of the European population as users⁵, and
nearly 30% use Instagram⁶. Significantly, a larger proportion of younger

Europeans are on social media compared with older generations. The way users

actively participate in social media by rapidly dispersing content makes social

media the archetype platform for modern political advertising: relative to other

forms of political advertising, social media can be an efficient, fast-spreading,
and cost-effective method of disseminating information to a large audience.

 

A preliminary overview of this year’s EP elections saw a massive increase in the

use of social media during the campaign period. This may have played a role in

the increased turnout among younger voters this year: 2019 saw a rise to 42% of

under 24-year-olds voting⁷. However, many of these social media campaigns

were run by the EU or its affiliates, therefore lacking independence.

Furthermore, many campaigns failed to provide information regarding the

EU’s impact on their daily lives. Significantly, the EP’s own website lacked crucial

voter registration information. Attempts by other platforms to provide such

information and to widely promote it were often done too late in the political

calendar.

 

This rise in social media use and political importance has been accompanied by

growing concerns from policy-makers: social media is easily exploited and

has become closely associated with manipulative advertising, disinformation

(otherwise known as ‘fake news’) and interference from foreign governments.

The very real problems that social media have caused both in Europe and

abroad are slowly being addressed by the European Union via an action plan

that gives considerable discretion for social media companies to regulate

themselves⁸.
 

___________________
_⁵       The Top 20 Valuable Facebook Statistics https://zephoria.com/top-15-valuable-facebook-statistics/

(accessed 22.08.2019)
⁶       Usage of Instagram Varies in Europe https://www.statista.com/chart/16259/instagram-users-europe/

(accessed 02.09.2019)
⁷       The 2019 European elections: A pro-European – and young – electorate with clear

expectations http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20190710IPR56721/2019-eu-elections-a-pro-

european-and-young-electorate-with-clear-expectations (accessed 22.08.2019)
⁸       Digital Single Market Policy: Tackling Online Disinformation https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-

market/en/tackling-online-disinformation (accessed 22.08.2019)
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2. Policy Recommendations
These recommendations were developed following our experience in running

the You&EU campaign, a social media initiative encouraging young European

voters to engage in the 2019 European Parliament (EP) elections. Further details

about this campaign can be found from page 10.

 

(A) Voting Information: Improving Access and Awareness
 

Early on in our campaign, we found that voting information was not readily

available on the EP website;  vital information was missing for certain

countries and voter groups, including election dates and whether people had to

register to vote. Information that was provided was unclear and ill-organised. 

 

Such information was available but separated across multiple platforms such

as national government webpages, the European elections website, and other

campaign sites. However, none of these presented information for every voter in

every Member State in a clear and accessible format. The European elections

website was later updated but this was (a) done too close to the elections (after

some voter registration deadlines had passed) and (b) was not widely

promoted. In some areas, this information was also limited to an online format,

alienating citizens reliant on other information sources. 

 

To better inform voters, You&EU compiled key dates and information from

across these different sites onto our own website. Information was organised

by Member State: viewers could select their country from a list and then see all

necessary information for whether they were: (a) a citizen of that country; (b) a

citizen of that country but living abroad; or (c) a citizen of a different Member

State but living in that country. We also provided links directly to websites and

documents needed to register to vote, and to read about candidates standing

for election.

 

Action Recommended:
 

a.    In the short-term, we recommend that the EP website provides all

necessary voting information well in advance of EP elections, in a clear and
accessible manner.

 

b.   In the long-term, we suggest a cross-EU survey, including consultation

with local municipalities and the Committee of the Regions, to identify best

practice, exploring what is done in different countries to inform citizens about

voting practice and regulations, what communication channels work, how and

why.
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These insights can be used to develop a feasible approach for all Member States

and municipalities to ensure every eligible voter is aware of their right to vote,

how they can vote, and whether and how they need to register to vote. 

 

The best  implementer of these recommendations is Marie-Hélène Boulanger,

Co-Head of Union Citizenship Rights and Free Movement (Unit D.3) in the

European Commission, and Chair of Expert Group on Electoral Matters.

 

(B) Regulating Disinformation: Maintaining a Digital Single
Market
 

Facebook’s new anti-disinformation policy acted as a major impediment for our
campaign to encourage young people to vote. From 2016 onwards, Facebook

has faced accusations of being a platform for disinformation, data farming by

political companies, and creating an ‘echo chamber’ effect as adverts are

targeted based on users’ previous preferences⁹. The EU’s reaction to

disinformation has been twofold. Externally it has established the taskforce

‘STRATFOR’ to deal with state sponsored foreign interference on social media.

Internally, the EU has created non-binding guidelines for social media

companies to regulate themselves, giving immense discretion for social media

companies to tweak what they like. This is regarded as a weak form of regulation

by pressure groups¹⁰. These guidelines are up for review by the end of 2019,

offering You&EU an opportunity to influence these discussions.

 

Facebook’s rules on political advertising derive from guidelines set by the

European initiative for a ‘Digital Single Market’. In a bid to stymie the

international proliferation of populist political messaging, Facebook introduced

new rules in the run up to the 2019 European elections that prohibited users

from posting political adverts in countries where they were not resident. This

issue is twofold: (a) individuals cannot run adverts outside their country of

residence; and (b) individuals cannot run adverts unless they have a national ID

for their country of residence. Facebook’s self-regulation therefore runs counter

to the digital single market objective through creating digital barriers to

political advertising. Though implemented to create the impression of stemming

foreign-sponsored disinformation, it also blocks European civil society actions
that seek to promote voter turnout and participation in European integration. 

___________________
_⁹       European elections: How disinformation spread in Facebook groups https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-

trending-48356351 (accessed: 02.03.2019)
¹⁰      The disinformation machine https://www.investigate-europe.eu/publications/disinformation-machine/

(accessed: 02.03.2019)
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For You&EU, this meant that Anna, a Czech who posted content from her

country, could not advertise beyond the Czech Republic, whilst Frederik, a

German living in the Netherlands, was prevented from advertising our material

in both Germany and the Netherlands because his current country of residence

did not correspond with his nationality. We were able to partially mitigate this by

uploading content from different accounts set up by our team members, but it

meant some countries such as Belgium, France, and Slovakia were absent from

our advertisement. 

 

Others were also affected by this self-regulation: liberal and centre-left parties

argued before the European elections that Facebook was making it impossible
for pan-European political advertising, and that the EP’s official advertisement

to raise voter turnout was also affected¹¹. In their review of their own policies

towards disinformation at the end of this year, the EU should also evaluate how

private companies regulate themselves.

 

Action Recommended:
 

In seeking to challenge the rise of misinformation, ‘fake news’ and voter

manipulation, the Commission must take every step to ensure that the

democratisation of information is not undermined. We therefore recommend

less sweeping and more robust regulation of social media. 

 

a.    As a minimum, we suggest meaningful consultation with media companies

regarding their current initiatives, initiating a positive dialogue, and subsequent

development of clearer guidelines in line with the aims of the digital single

market.

 

b.    Going further, we propose the introduction of mandatory requirements and

regulations to replace voluntary action. For instance, we suggest banning paid-

for political advertising into the EU from non-EU members but permitting
political advertising between different EU members. This way European civil

society actions can continue within Europe, whilst blocking potentially harmful

misinformation from non-EU states.

 

The  best implementer of these recommendations is  Paolo Cesarini, Head of

Media Convergence and Social Media (Unit I.4) in the European Commission.

___________________
_¹¹       Facebook rules on political advertising criticised by EU parties https://www.ft.com/content/0dab95ba-

5156-11e9-b401-8d9ef1626294 (accessed: 03.09.2019)
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(C) Social Media Content: Marketing the EU
 
The 2019 European Elections saw the rise of a host of EU-sponsored social media

campaigns encouraging young Europeans to participate in the elections by

voting and otherwise supporting candidates’ campaigns. However, many of

these focused on abstract notions of Europe, rather than concrete examples of

how the EU affects their lives. 

 

For example, the EU’s Choose Your Future video – released in early May 2019 –

was 'liked' by over 430,000 people on Facebook. It carried a very emotive

message but focused on intangible values and broad goals as a reason to vote.

Whilst this video reached a wide audience, it failed to convey what the EP is
and does, and the impact of its policies on ordinary people’s lives. It therefore did

little to educate viewers on what they would be voting for. Additionally, after the

new EP was elected, their social media page closely followed the election of the

new European Commission president but failed to publicise the responsibilities

and function of either the Commission or its new president. 

 

In all, much of the EU’s social media is broad and general, doing little to

educate the electorate of the EU’s benefits and of how to participate in EU

politics. In spite of these social media activities, the EU therefore remains a

distant and general collection of institutions ill-understood by many European

citizens.

 

Action Recommended 
 

a.    We advise the EU social media team to focus on demystifying the EU for the

average citizen, clearly articulating the specific impacts of the EU on people’s

daily lives.

 

b.    As social media is predominantly used by young people, we recommend the

tailoring of content to a young audience, including citizens below voting age,

and greater use of Instagram – the dominant platform used by young people.

 

Targeting citizens below voting age will demonstrate forward-thinking from the

EU, helping generate fully-informed future voters who are more likely to be

politically active. 

 

The best  implementer of these recommendations is  Dana Manescu, Head of

Social media and Visual Communication Team in the European Commission.
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(D) Campaigners’ Summit: Creating a Sustainable Network
 

During and after our campaign, it was evident there were multiple overlapping

but separate campaigns all addressing similar missions. Whilst it would be more

efficient and impactful to coordinate and collaborate with these endeavours,

this is currently difficult as there is no network of like-minded campaign groups

and organisations. 

 

We strongly recommend the Commission supports and facilitates the

establishment of such a network through a ‘Campaigners’ Summit’. This event

would bring together campaigners from across the EU, to enable co-learning,

knowledge sharing and the formation of a sustainable network that would

promote and support future election campaigns. It would further provide

practical insights for the Commission, such as identification of other obstacles

experienced by campaigners.

 

Example Attendees
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Action Recommended
 

We suggest two people from each campaign group identified (up to 15 groups,

including You&EU) attend a summit in Brussels. Additional possible attendees

include members of: the EP social media team, the European Cooperation

Network on Elections, and the Expert Group on Electoral Matters. Attendance

from this mix of campaign groups and EU representatives would enable
learning between and across these groups, through sharing experiences and

expertise.

 

https://www.youandeu.eu/
http://klimadelegation.de/
https://youthvote2019.eu/
https://www.instagram.com/eu.for.you/
https://www.facebook.com/EUvote2019/
https://www.provethemwrong.eu/home-english


* With Commission support, room hire costs may be significantly cheaper.

Format
The exact format of the summit is open for discussion with Commission

representatives, from whom we anticipate a high degree of involvement and

support in organising this event. With this in mind, we envision a 2-day event in

which every group attending will briefly present their key campaign activities,

lessons learnt, and challenges faced. Open discussions, mediated by You&EU or

Commission representatives, can then follow. To allow more in-depth

communication, attendees may be divided into smaller working groups to

discuss issues that emerge from the early presentations and discussion.  The

event should end with a clear initiative of a new network to support future

collaborations (including sharing of contacts, agreement of communication

channels and platforms, and plans for collaborative ventures) and an outline of

how the Commission can support these activities.  

 

Budgeting
The primary funding for the Campaigners’ Summit would come from the

EUR10,000 prize fund of the Europaeum Scholarship Programme. Other

funding may be available through the Commission or external grants and would

be needed to support this event.

 

___________________
_

Table 1: Estimated expenses of campaigners' summit for up to 40
people
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The best  implementer of this recommendation is  Irena Moozova, Director for

Equality and Union Citizenship and Chair of European Cooperation Network on

Elections.
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3. You&EU Campaign

The above recommendations are based on our experience of running the

You&EU campaign. We launched this campaign given the importance of social

media for political turnout and the limitations of other initiatives. 

 

Our mission statement was:

 

“to encourage young people to participate in the 2019 European
Parliament elections, by illustrating the impact of specific EU policies on
their lives in an accessible and engaging way.”

 

You&EU worked on the premise that a considerable amount of voter apathy

among young people rests on the lack of knowledge and understanding of the

EU: the EU deals with often highly technical forms of regulation and complex

directives that remain largely opaque for most European citizens. We therefore

decided to address this issue through highlighting what the EU does for such

people on a day-to-day level, as well as glimpsing at the possibility of life without

the EU.

 

 

Campaign Strategy
 

To reach our target audience – European voters aged 18-30 – we divided our

content into two main themes:

 

1. Demystify the EU through posts illustrating how different regulations affect

the lives of young European citizens. We did this visually, through images and

videos, which played a central role in our campaign. We additionally wrote blogs

for more detailed insight into the EU’s activities and impact.

 

2. Disrupt by conveying how people’s lives could potentially change without the

EU. Our primary medium for this was two ‘high-production’ videos, and a video

series. Through these, we showed European citizens some of the overlooked

benefits of EU membership.
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Teamwork
 

Throughout our campaign, each team member contributed to our overall

mission. Whilst many tasks were collaborative and interdisciplinary in nature,

on which different combinations of team members worked, the below provides

an indication of individuals’ primary responsibilities. 

 

Anna Simbartlová:
PhD Candidate in European Studies and International

Relations, Charles University, Czech Republic. Anna acted as

Project Manager throughout our social media campaign. She

produced, updated and monitored social media content

across all platforms alongside writing our  European

Institutions  blog series and leading the production of

our Roaming Without EU video.

 

Stephanie Haywood: 
PhD Candidate in Management, University of St Andrews,

UK. Steph designed, built and managed the You&EU website

throughout our campaign, including production of the blog

where she wrote extensively about Brexit. Later in the

campaign, she produced social media and blog content that

encouraged people to vote and announced election results.

 

Frederik Behre: 
PhD Candidate in Law, University of Leiden, Netherlands.

Frederik primarily contributed to the design of our

campaign, including by developing our logo and

promotional brochure. He additionally led the production of

several videos including:  How does the EU impact your
life?; What will you miss about the EU?; and  Why are you
voting in the European elections?.
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Thomas Gidney:
PhD Candidate in International History, Graduate Institute of

Geneva, Switzerland. Thomas edited and managed the

You&EU blog, contributed articles about Brexit, and

contacted larger media networks regarding press release

and potential ‘ambassadors’ for sharing our content. He later

conducted research to support our policy recommendations.

 

Mladen Grgic: 
PhD Candidate in International Law, University of Pompeu

Fabra, Spain. Mladen conducted outreach of the You&EU

project to different universities and media outlets in an effort

to have our content more widely shared online. He

additionally contributed blog content.

 

Claudia Hartman:
PhD Candidate in Anthropology, University of Oxford, UK.

Claudia established the Instagram page and much of our

early social media posts and content. Whilst Claudia

unfortunately left the Europaeum Scholars Programme in

March, she left us with a considerable amount of material for

the campaign.

 

Laura Nordström: 
PhD Candidate in Political Science, University of Helsinki,

Finland. Laura led the production of our main campaign

video  Dinner Without EU, including sourcing a cast and

crew and later consultation on editing. Additionally, Laura

prolifically shared our content through interviews on national

radio and TV, significantly built our contact  network, and

contributed to our ‘Insta-stories’.
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Media Platforms
 

Instagram

Instagram is highly popular across the EU, especially in Western and Northern

Europe¹². It is particularly popular amongst young users – as of 2019, 65% of all

Instagram accounts were held by 18-34-year olds¹³. Therefore we made it one of

our primary outlets  for sharing our original content. See our Instagram

page here.

___________________
_¹²       Usage of Instagram Varies in Europe https://www.statista.com/chart/16259/instagram-users-europe/

(accessed: 02.09.2019)
¹³       Distribution of Instagram Users Worldwide https://www.statista.com/statistics/325587/instagram-global-

age-group/ (accessed: 02.09.2019)
¹⁴       The Top 20 Valuable Facebook Statistics https://zephoria.com/top-15-valuable-facebook-statistics/

(accessed: 02.09.2019)

Figure 1: You&EU Instagram
page

Facebook

Facebook remains the largest global social media platform and hence

became the focus for most of our material. In Europe, around 307 million people

– c.60 % of the EU population – use Facebook¹⁴. Here, we reposted the majority

of our Instagram content, connecting our website to each post. We also shared

related materials from other campaigns, news outlets and European institutions.

See our Facebook page here.
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Figure 2: You&EU Facebook
page

Twitter

Twitter has fewer users than Facebook or Instagram and is less oriented towards

younger users. It was therefore not the central platform for our content. However,

it remained a useful supplementary platform as it enabled us to create
hashtags – a series of messages that we could send out to gain wider interest

across all our platforms. Our hashtags included: #eumatters #euimpact

#euimpactsyourlife #haveasayinhow #youandeu #euvote. See our Twitter

page here.

 

Figure 3: You&EU Twitter
page
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Website 

Instagram, Facebook and Twitter provided spaces to share image and video-

related content. For users wanting to follow stories in more depth, we also

maintained a blog on our website where we regularly published articles

addressing key issues covered in our social media posts. On our website, we also

provided further information about our campaign and how people could vote.

See our website here.

Figure 4: You&EU website home
page

Campaign Content
 

Social Media Posts

As Instagram is a visual platform based around images, rather than lengthy

articles, we launched a set of images each revolving around a particular theme.

These posts were also shared on Facebook and primarily addressed our first

strategy aim: to demystify. Examples of some of our image themes include:
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Regulation Wednesday

Each week, we took a different EU regulation and, in the accompanying post,

clearly articulated how that regulation impacts people’s daily lives.

EU Word of the Week

This series took specific terms and phrases used in political discourse by

politicians and the media and explained their meaning in layman’s terms.

 

Dedicate Your Vote

As the elections got closer, we shared various reasons why young EU citizens

should vote.
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Videos

Our videos addressed our second strategy aim: to disrupt. The EU’s work is so

engrained into the fabric of our daily lives that it is often overlooked and

underappreciated. To better highlight the importance and impact of the EU, we

therefore showed a version of what someone’s life might look like without the
EU entirely. 

 

Most of our budget was focused on the production of two

professionally produced videos:

1. Dinner without EU

2. Roaming Without EU

This video envisions a world without the

EU, focusing on the impact this would

have on food trade across national
borders. The actor visits the  supermarket

to buy food but finds the store almost

completely empty; all he is able to buy are

onions. Back at home, he attempts to cook

a meal from what he could purchase.

Looking upon the sad plate of onions, the

viewer is reminded that free trade of food

is guaranteed under Article 26 TFEU.
view video here

This video addresses the EU’s abolition of

data roaming charges. It features a

traveller coming home to face a huge bill,

having prolifically used his mobile data

during his holiday in Prague. However,

turning to the second page of the bill, he

sees he does not have to pay anything as

Regulation no. 2015/2120 of the EU covers

roaming fees within Member States. view video here
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Alongside these professionally produced videos, we also rendered a series of

more personal video ‘collages’. These comprised testimonials from young

Europeans in response to the following questions.

How is the EU impacting your life?

From education opportunities to online

shopping, this video shows the diversity of

the EU and its influence on people’s lives.

view video here

What will you miss without the EU?

Launched before the initial scheduled

Brexit date in March 2019, we asked British

people what they will miss about the EU

after the UK has left the Union.

view video here

Why are you voting in the European elections?

We asked young Europeans why they were

going to vote in the 2019 EP elections.

Answers ranged from climate change to

protecting individual freedoms and

democracy.
view video here

Meet the team

Finally, we also filmed an ‘about us’ video

for our website, providing further

information to viewers as to who we are

and why we were running our campaign.

view video here

These videos were each posted on YouTube, our website and media platforms.

They were further diffused through advertising on Facebook, Instagram and

Twitter.
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Blog

Whilst our blog covered a variety of topics, we focused our content around four

main themes. First, drawing from the content in our social media posts about

directives and regulations, we gave more detail about how the EU is legislating
on these different topics. Ranging from food safety to plastic pollution, each of

these blogs linked the legislation back to the individual level.

Second, our  You & EU Institutions series outlined the role of the institutional

bodies of the EU, and how EU citizens can get involved in their decision-making

processes.
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Third, our  EU Myths series addressed a mixture of serious and sometimes

comical myths about the EU. Our series on myths aimed to tackle this sort of

disinformation and explain how EU regulations actually work.

Finally, our  Brexit  series covered issues such as the UK’s position in the World

Trade Organisation, or the difficulty of transitioning to a Swiss-based relationship

with the EU. These blogs were also supplemented with several News pieces that

followed the results of parliamentary votes in the UK regarding Brexit.
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Networks 

To help disseminate our content to a wider audience, we shared our content

with a range of individuals, organisations and initiatives including other civic

engagement campaigns, European political parties, universities, EP candidates,

and social media ‘influencers’ (e.g. 55 contacts established in Finland alone). We

had moderate success with political figures and organisations who actively

shared our content online and expressed support for our campaign. However,

social media ‘influencers’ who we identified as possible ambassadors were

usually unwilling to engage without payment.

 

We additionally wrote a press release to dozens of media organisations.  We

had particular success getting press coverage in Finland where Laura was able to

promote our campaign across press, radio, podcast and television interviews¹⁵.

___________________
_¹⁵       For example: The national broadcasting company Yle Aamu-tv and the radio YleX. See also the piece

from the the Finnish news agency STT: https://www.sttinfo.fi/tiedote/eurooppalaisten-tutkijoiden-kampanjalla-

halutaan-kannustaa-nuoria-aanestamaan?publisherId=3747&releaseId=69857329 (accessed: 02.09.2019).
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https://www.sttinfo.fi/tiedote/eurooppalaisten-tutkijoiden-kampanjalla-halutaan-kannustaa-nuoria-aanestamaan?publisherId=3747&releaseId=69857329
Frederik Behre


Frederik Behre


Frederik Behre




Impact

During this project, we used a broad

spectrum of different social media to

deliver our message. We measured the

impact via the amount of people

reached by the content we uploaded.  

Our website received fewer views than our other social platforms, most likely

because: (a) we chose not to advertise our website due to the high cost; and (b)

viewers would have to click on post attachments (on our other social media

platforms) to read more, requiring more involvement than other social media

content. 

 

Upon reflection, this total reach across our platforms of over 389.000 is

particularly impressive given our low budget. Overall, we spent EUR3.599,50 over

a period of almost 4 months. Each person reached therefore cost us just below

EUR0.01 making this a highly cost-effective campaign. 
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Table 2: Number of people reached during 
You&EU campaign across each platform

Table 3: Expenses incurred during You&EU
campaign



Project Reflection & Longevity

Resource Constraints: Alongside the content we successfully produced, we had

plans for additional forms of political messaging which – due to time and

resource constraints – we were unable to complete. For instance, we wanted to

create a mobile museum or ‘cabinet of curiosities’ showcasing different EU-

related items individuals could engage with and learn about. This was less time

and resource efficient than a social media campaign and therefore was not

conducted but remains an interesting idea both for  future elections and for

gathering public input to inform the European Commission’s foci. 

 

Expertise: No-one in our team was a trained social media expert. Nonetheless,

through consulting multiple relevant professionals and teaching ourselves key

capabilities, we successfully designed and ran our multifaceted campaign.

Despite this significant learning, some elements of the project could have

benefitted from a social media expert or team managing our content to help it

reach ‘viral’ status. 

 

Networks: Given our difficulties in identifying and reaching other individuals or

initiatives willing to share our material and support our campaign, better

networks with other small social media campaigns and European press would

have been highly valuable, helping to increase the reach and impact of our

initiatives through pooling time and resources.

 

Despite these various challenges, You&EU as an original campaign has created

some possible longevity that can be used as a base for future elections. The

website still exists as a usable platform, as do our social media pages. The

hashtags we created can also still be used to start discussions about the EU.

Finally, our videos will likely be relevant for future EP elections. 

4.  Conclusions
 

Based on our experiences of running this campaign and the challenges we faced

in doing so, our recommendations will support an array of efforts designed to

encourage people to vote and inform them of how to vote. They will thus

contribute to the overall aim of further democratising and legitimising the EU
and its institutions, producing a significant positive change.     
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The EU impacts your life #haveasayinhow
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